Core Solutions

Clean Up Your Data
(CUYD) powered by IMO
The Clean Up Your Data (CUYD) service from our strategic
partner Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO), is easy and affordable,
enabling users to improve their practice’s efficiency, data integrity
and reimbursement optimization. This service, for Allscripts
Professional EHR™, maps italicized and unmapped clinical content
to appropriate code sets, such as ICD-10, CPT and SNOMED.

How can the one-time Clean Up Your
Data service help my organization?
Establishes a comprehensive dictionary
IMO terms are maintained on a continuing basis with 10 releases per year. Terms are
mapped to standard coding systems like ICD-10, CPT and SNOMED.

Keeps your data current
Standard coding systems are constantly updating their data to reflect current medical
knowledge and retire the old codes. IMO ensures that you have the latest versions of
these systems.

Keeps your dictionaries accurate
As the world leader in its field, IMO’s team of terminology experts consistently review
their databases for accuracy.

How the Clean Up Your Data service works
Export terms to IMO (Professional EHR version 17.1.3 or later required)
With as few as three clicks in the Batch Terminology Mapper, you can export your terms
to IMO for analysis.

Free dictionary health assessment
IMO provides you with a free report on the health of your dictionaries, analyzing the
unmapped terms and showing you how many IMO can map for you.

You choose the level(s) of service you want
Automatic mapping of terms is available at a flat rate regardless of the size of your
practice. Additional mapping services for more difficult terms that are not automatically
mapped is a second level of service.

Terms are delivered back to your database
Automatically mapped terms are delivered to your database and seamlessly integrated
into all patient charts containing those terms. Additional mapping service terms are
provided for your review, and available for import into your database once accepted.

Solutions we offer
Establishing healthy dictionaries
is the first step in a Terminology
Management program; this requires
your dictionaries to be:
• Comprehensive. A complete set
of term descriptions without gaps
is necessary to depict the clinical
state of the patient.
• Up-to-date information. If data
sources are not current, inactive
or less descriptive, terms remain
available for use.
• Accuracy. If terms are not accurate,
an incorrect picture of a patient is
presented in the chart.

“I’ll bet you none of my partners
know what this is, but they
certainly would know if it
was gone. Our clinicians love
having clean, mapped terms to
document with! Also, they only
deal with a fraction of the calls
from billers that existed before
the CUYD cleanup. Our billers
and coders like it because they
have a lot less work to do.
The service made it easier to
generate our Meaningful Use
reports.”

Key features
Clean Up Your Data at a glance
The process to implement the CUYD service is quick and easy. The Service enables users
to quickly and easily export existing terms and maps to IMO. IMO will migrate the terms
to its industry-leading medical terminology, which includes more than 5.6 million code
maps. The updated linkages and code maps will then be sent for clients to seamlessly
import back into their Professional EHR database.
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Outcomes we deliver
• Automatic mapping is seamless, efficient and brings all properly mapped terms into
your patient charts.
• By using additional CUYD services, terms not automatically mapped are analyzed by
IMO medical terminology experts, then provided to a client for review and acceptance.
• Saves resources for your practice (time and money) allowing you to dedicate those
resources to the daily running of your practice.
• Any unmapped terms are not picked up in reporting, a clinician’s work will be better
reflected in quality assurance, population health, health information exchanges and
risk reimbursement programs.
• Reduce non-mapped free text objects.

IMO terminology solutions help clinicians capture true clinical intent
while attaching the correct codes for reporting and reimbursement.
Every IMO medical term is mapped to standardized vocabularies,
such as SNOMED CT® and ICD-10, within the Allscripts environment
to give providers clinician-friendly terms without having to look up
codes separately, saving time and improving patient care.

To learn more, email insidesales@allscripts.com.
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